
376 M SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLMASTERS;

regard me in the light ofan intruder. An elderly tinker, the
father of the bride, gray as a leafless thorn in winter, but
still staiwait and strong, sat admiring a bit of spelter of about
a pound weight.. It was gold, ho said, or, as he pronounced
the word, "guild," which had been found in an old cairn, and

was of immense value., "for it was peer guild, and that was

the best o' guild ;" but if I pleased, he would sell it to me, a

very great bargain. I was engaged with some difficulty in de

clining the offer, when we were interrupted by the sounds of

time bag-pipe. Giant Grimbo and Billy Breeches had sue..

ceeded in regaining their feet, and were seen staggering
towards the cave. "Where's the whisky, Billy!" inquired
the proprietor of the gold, addressing himself to the man of

the small clothes. "Whisky !" said Billy, "asic Grimbo."

"Where's the whisky, Grimbo
"

reiterated the tinker.

Whisky!" replied Grimbo, "Whisky !" and yet again, after

a pause and a hiccup, "Whisky!" "Ye confounded blacks !"

said the tinker, springing to his feet with an agility wonderful

for an age so advanced as his, Have you drank it all But

take that, Grimbo, he added, planting a blow full on the side

of the giant's head, which prostrated his vast length along the

floor of the cave. "And take that, Billy," he iterated, deal

ing such another blow to the shorter man, which sent him.

right athwart his prostrate comrade. And then, turning to

me she remarked with perfect coolness, "That, master, I call

smart hitting." "Honest lad," whispered one of the women

immediately after, "it will be a 2'eug1 time wi' us here the

nicht: you had just better be stepping your ways." I had

already begun to think so without prompting; and so, taking

my leave of the gipsies, I failed being, as I had proposed, one

of the witnesses of the wedding.
There is a sort of grotesque humor in scenes of the kind

described, that has charms for artists and authors of a particu
lar class,-some of them men of broad sympathies and great

genius; and hence, through their representations, literary and

pictorial, the ludicrous point of view has come to be the con

ventional and ordinary one. And yet it is a sad enough mer..
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